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**Fish2Sustainability**

**Deadline to apply:**

- **Postdoc positions:** Social science approaches to rapid decarbonisation at the University of Bonn
  - **Deadline to apply:** 1 December 2023
  - Learn more [here](#)

- **Postdoctoral Research Fellowships:** Centre for the Study of Global Environmental Change (C-SGEC)
  - **Deadline to apply:** 29 January 2024
  - Learn more [here](#)

- **PhD student positions:** Centre for the Study of Global Environmental Change (C-SGEC)
  - **Deadline to apply:** 29 January 2024
  - Learn more [here](#)

**Conference 2024 and Special Issue Call for papers:**

- **Inter- and Transdisciplinarity**
  - By drawing on anarchist traditions, this panel (and eventual special issue) aims to stretch the limits of what counts as knowledge in the study of degrowth and co-prosperity, to enhance degrowth as a counterforce to statism and capitalism.

**Summer/Winter Schools:**

- **Pathways Forum #11 - From grassroots to courtrooms: litigation as a tool for environmental change**
  - **Deadline to apply:** 8 December 2023
  - Learn more [here](#)

- **Indigenous Climate Action Webinar Series:**
  - **Happening:** 28-29 February 2024
  - This workshop aims to reclaim the central role of social mobilisations, everyday mobilization and resistance, this webinar will provide an opportunity to explore in more depth how different types of knowledge can support evidence-based policies to mitigate environmental degradation.

- **Private Future of the UNFCCC COP? How might this impact communities?**
  - **Happening:** 6 December 2023, 5pm - 6:30pm CET
  - An invited panel will explore the question of the UNFCCC COP and its possible future implications for communities.

- **Global Land Protection**
  - Learn more [here](#)

**Events Overview**

- **Pathways Autumn School 2023:**
  - **Happening:** 2-6 December 2023
  - Learn more [here](#)

- **Pathways Autumn School 2023:**
  - **Happening:** 8-9 December 2023
  - Learn more [here](#)

- **Pathways Autumn School 2023:**
  - **Happening:** 20 December 2023
  - Learn more [here](#)

**Team Updates**

- **Dangles (2023), Global Environmental Change (GEC):**
  - Caring agriculture(s) for degrowth: Against capitalist dichotomies and logic of competition. With degrowth, we reconnect to the everyday reality of coexistence in which nature is not an object for commodification but a diverse and resilient set, in which we are seen as equals.

- **Melanie Murcott (2023, Global Environmental Change):**
  - Article: \*Nature of the State, Nature of Justice: Slow justice and other unexpected consequences of litigation in environmental appropriation\*

- **Natalie Chong:**
  - News: \*No research on a dead planet*: preserving the socio-ecological conditions for pathways across Africa: what changes are needed?

**Upcoming Events**

- **2nd Annual Pathways Autumn School 2023:**
  - **Autumn School:**
    - **Happening:** 2-6 December 2023
    - Learn more [here](#)

- **Autumn School 2023:**
  - **Happening:** 8-9 December 2023
  - Learn more [here](#)

- **Autumn School 2023:**
  - **Happening:** 20 December 2023
  - Learn more [here](#)

**Research Highlights**

- **Pathways Forum #11 - From grassroots to courtrooms: litigation as a tool for environmental change:**
  - The next path of our forum, focused on understanding and overcoming community roadblocks to collaboration and the educational pathways to making such collaborations sustainable and inclusive ideas for transformation, the need to acknowledge positionalities and privileges of different communities and their ability to contribute to their own environmental recovery and resilience.

- **Paths for the Future of the UNFCCC COP? How might this impact communities?**
  - To raise awareness of the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals and the role of small-scale farmers, this panel will present research insights on the current state of agriculture and sustainability, and the need for transformative change towards degrowth and co-prosperity.

**Contact**

Natalie Chong <natalie.chong@futureearth.org>